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Brains

1011 neurons of > 20 types, 1014 synapses, 1ms–10ms cycle time
Signals are noisy “spike trains” of electrical potential

Axon

Cell body or Soma

Nucleus

Dendrite

Synapses

Axonal arborization

Axon from another cell

Synapse
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Neural-networks
Inspired-by-the-brain-model.-A-network-with:-

•  Many- computa,onal- units- (neurons)- with-
low-computa,onal-power-

•  many-(weighted)-connec,ons

•  Distributed-control-highly-parallel



Approach- completely- different- from- the-
symbolic-one:

•  Not-explicit-knowledge

•  Knowledge- embedded- int- the- structure- of-
the- network- and- the- weights- of- the-
connec,ons.

Learning-ability

•  Learning- from- differences- between- known-
target-and-observed-facts-(I/O)-

•  Learning-mathema,cal-func,ons-associated-
to-node-computa,on

 



McCulloch–Pitts “unit”

Output is a “squashed” linear function of the inputs:

ai← g(ini) = g
(

ΣjWj,iaj

)

Output

Σ
Input 
Links

Activation 
Function

Input 
Function

Output 
Links

a0 = −1 ai = g(ini)

ai

giniWj,i

W0,i

Bias Weight

aj

A gross oversimplification of real neurons, but its purpose is
to develop understanding of what networks of simple units can do
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Activation functions

(a) (b) 

+1 +1

iniini

g(ini)g(ini)

(a) is a step function or threshold function

(b) is a sigmoid function 1/(1 + e−x)

Changing the bias weight W0,i moves the threshold location
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An-example:-representa,on-of-boolena-func,ons

 

 

3 Neural Networks of Non-monotonous Boolean Functions  

3.1 The Problem  

We consider elementary Boolean functions NOT, OR, AND, XOR. Table 1 shows these functions. 

Table 1. Elementary Boolean functions 

1x  2x  1x  21 xx +  21 xx ⋅  21 xx ⊕  

0 0 1 0 0 0 
0 1 1 1 0 1 
1 0 0 1 0 1 
1 1 0 1 1 0 

 
The basic question is, whether one neuron is enough to represent each of these Boolean functions. 

The neural networks to represent the first three functions are shown in figure 4. 

Figure 4. Neural network’s structures: a) for NOT – function; b) for OR-, or AND - functions 

The functions NOT, OR, or AND can be represented using one neuron.  
A simple explanation for that is shown in figure 5. The activation functions from figure 3 

distinguish the areas having the output zero or one. Based on the sum of the weighted inputs only 
monotonous Boolean functions may calculate directly by such simple activation functions. If the 
Boolean function is depended on one variable there exist a cut point, see figure 5 a. In case of two 
variables in the Boolean function, a line separates all vertexes labeled by 0 from the all other vertexes 
labeled by 1, see figures 5 b and c. Generally, if there are more then two Boolean variables, a plane or 
hyper-plane separates both areas. 

For the XOR-function such a line or hyper-plane does not exist, see figure 5 d. Exactly on this 
example Minsky and Papert proved impossibility of representation some functional dependences using 
one neuron [4]. 

In the case of neural element with two inputs and threshold θ, we have from (3) the equation of the 
line in the plane x1 - x2: 

 
 x1 w1 + x2 w2 = θ  (4) 

 

 
Figure 5. Visualization the separator of neural networks in the Boolean space 

a) NOT-function; b) OR-function; c) AND-function; d) XOR-function 

3.2 Known Approaches for Non-monotonous Boolean Functions 

The simplest approach is to express the non-monotonous Boolean function as disjunctive normal 
form, which includes only monotonous operations. Each of these monotonous operations is mapped to 

x w y 

a) 

w1 
y 

w2 

x1 

x2 
b) 

x                                      x1                                         x1                                         x1 

x2                                         x2                                         x2 

0     NOT      1                00      OR      10                  00    AND     10                  00    XOR       10   

01              11                     01              11                     01                11 

Implementing logical functions

AND

W0 = 1.5

W1 = 1

W2 = 1

OR

W2 = 1

W1 = 1

W0 =  0.5

NOT

W1 = –1

W0 = – 0.5

McCulloch and Pitts: every Boolean function can be implemented
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Network structures

Feed-forward networks:
– single-layer perceptrons
– multi-layer perceptrons

Feed-forward networks implement functions, have no internal state

Recurrent networks:
– Hopfield networks have symmetric weights (Wi,j = Wj,i)

g(x) = sign(x), ai = ± 1; holographic associative memory
– Boltzmann machines use stochastic activation functions,
≈ MCMC in Bayes nets

– recurrent neural nets have directed cycles with delays
⇒ have internal state (like flip-flops), can oscillate etc.
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Feed-forward example

W1,3

1,4W

2,3W

2,4W

W3,5

4,5W

1

2

3

4

5

Feed-forward network = a parameterized family of nonlinear functions:

a5 = g(W3,5 · a3 + W4,5 · a4)

= g(W3,5 · g(W1,3 · a1 + W2,3 · a2) + W4,5 · g(W1,4 · a1 + W2,4 · a2))

Adjusting weights changes the function: do learning this way!
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Single-layer perceptrons

Input
Units Units

OutputWj,i

-4 -2 0 2 4x1
-4 -2 0 2 4

x2
0

0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8

1
Perceptron output

Output units all operate separately—no shared weights

Adjusting weights moves the location, orientation, and steepness of cliff
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Expressiveness of perceptrons

Consider a perceptron with g = step function (Rosenblatt, 1957, 1960)

Can represent AND, OR, NOT, majority, etc., but not XOR

Represents a linear separator in input space:

ΣjWjxj > 0 or W · x > 0

(a) x1 and x2

1

0
0 1

x1

x2

(b) x1 or x2

0 1

1

0

x1

x2

(c) x1 xor x2

?

0 1

1

0

x1

x2

Minsky & Papert (1969) pricked the neural network balloon
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Percep'on*Learning*rule
hW(x)*=*treshold*(W*!*x)**(or*equivalently*=*treshold*(Σi*wixi)

Error*=*y*@*hW(x)

Idea*of*percep'on*learning:*update*the*weights*to*minimize*the*error.*

We*cannot*use*gradient*descent*because*treshold*is*not*differen'able*
in*0.*We*use*the*following*rule

Wi*"*Wi*+*α(y*@*hW(x))***xi
This*is*essen'ally*linear*regression,*even*though*here*we*have*a*
classifica'on*problem*(output*is*0*or*1).*Intui'on:

1)  Y*=*1*and*hW(x)*=*0:*wi*is*increased*if*xi*is*posi've*and*wi*is*
decreased**if*xi*is*nega've.*We*want*to*increase*the*output*hW(x)

2)  Y*=*0*and*hW(x)*=*i:*wi*is*increased*if*xi*is*nega've*and*wi*is*
decreased**if*xi*is*posi've.*We*want*to*decrease*the*output*hW(x)

*
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Univariate*linear*regression
Univariate*linear*func2on*(=*straight*line)*

y*=*w1*x*+**wo

Using*the*nota2on*w**for*the*vector*[w0**,*w1]*we*can*write*previous*equa2on*
as*follows

hW(x)*=*w1*x*+**wo

Given*a*training*set*of*n*points*(x,y)*in*the*plane*linear*regression*consists*
finding*the*best*h*which*fit*the*data.*

We*can*do*so*minimizing*the*error**treshold*(W*!*x)**(or*equivalently*=*treshold*
(Σi*wixi)

Error(hW*)*=*Σj*(yj*M*hW(xj))2**=*Σj*(yj*M*w1*x*+**wo)2
This*func2on*can*be*minimized*by*considering*the*values*of**w0**and**w1*for*
which*the*par2al*deriva2ves*w.r.t.*w0**and**w1**are*0.*

The*equa2ons*δ*Error(hW*)*Q*δ*w1**=*0*and*δ*Error(hW*)*Q*δ*w1*have*a*unique*
solu2on*for*every*linear*regression*problem*with*the*above*error*func2on.

This*end*the*story*for*linear*models.
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Gradent*descent

To*go*beyond*linear*models*we*can*use*gradent*descent:*we*start*from*a*point*

in*the*weight*space*(here*the*(w
0
*,*w

1
)*plane*and*we*move*to*a*neighboring*

point*that*is*“downhill”*w.r.t.*the*Error*func2on,*repea2ng*un2ll*we*converge



W
*
"*any*point*in*the*space*

*Loop*un2l*convergence*do

*******************For*each**w
i
*in**w*do*

*******************w
i*
"***w

i**
M*α****δ*Error(h

W*
)*Q*δ*w

i




Perceptron learning

Learn by adjusting weights to reduce error on training set

The squared error for an example with input x and true output y is

E =
1

2
Err

2 ≡
1

2
(y − hW(x))2 ,

Perform optimization search by gradient descent:

∂E

∂Wj
= Err ×

∂Err

∂Wj
= Err ×

∂

∂Wj

(

y − g(Σn
j = 0Wjxj)

)

= −Err × g′(in)× xj

Simple weight update rule:

Wj ←Wj + α×Err × g′(in)× xj

E.g., +ve error ⇒ increase network output
⇒ increase weights on +ve inputs, decrease on -ve inputs
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Perceptron learning contd.

Perceptron learning rule converges to a consistent function
for any linearly separable data set
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Perceptron learns majority function easily, DTL is hopeless

DTL learns restaurant function easily, perceptron cannot represent it
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Multilayer perceptrons

Layers are usually fully connected;
numbers of hidden units typically chosen by hand

Input units

Hidden units

Output units ai

Wj,i

aj

Wk,j

ak
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Expressiveness of MLPs

All continuous functions w/ 2 layers, all functions w/ 3 layers

-4 -2 0 2 4x1
-4 -2 0 2 4

x2
0

0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8

1
hW(x1, x2)

-4 -2 0 2 4x1
-4 -2 0 2 4

x2
0

0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8

1
hW(x1, x2)

Combine two opposite-facing threshold functions to make a ridge

Combine two perpendicular ridges to make a bump

Add bumps of various sizes and locations to fit any surface

Proof requires exponentially many hidden units (cf DTL proof)
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Back-propagation learning

Output layer: same as for single-layer perceptron,

Wj,i ←Wj,i + α× aj ×∆i

where ∆i = Err i × g′(in i)

Hidden layer: back-propagate the error from the output layer:

∆j = g′(inj)
∑

i
Wj,i∆i .

Update rule for weights in hidden layer:

Wk,j ←Wk,j + α× ak ×∆j .

(Most neuroscientists deny that back-propagation occurs in the brain)
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Back-propagation derivation

The squared error on a single example is defined as

E =
1

2
∑

i
(yi − ai)

2 ,

where the sum is over the nodes in the output layer.

∂E

∂Wj,i
= −(yi − ai)

∂ai

∂Wj,i
= −(yi − ai)

∂g(in i)

∂Wj,i

= −(yi − ai)g
′(in i)

∂in i

∂Wj,i
= −(yi − ai)g

′(in i)
∂

∂Wj,i

⎛

⎜

⎝

∑

j
Wj,iaj

⎞

⎟

⎠

= −(yi − ai)g
′(in i)aj = −aj∆i
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Back-propagation derivation contd.

∂E

∂Wk,j
= −

∑

i
(yi − ai)

∂ai

∂Wk,j
= −

∑

i
(yi − ai)

∂g(in i)

∂Wk,j

= −
∑

i
(yi − ai)g

′(in i)
∂in i

∂Wk,j
= −

∑

i
∆i

∂

∂Wk,j

⎛

⎜

⎝

∑

j
Wj,iaj

⎞

⎟

⎠

= −
∑

i
∆iWj,i

∂aj

∂Wk,j
= −

∑

i
∆iWj,i

∂g(inj)

∂Wk,j

= −
∑

i
∆iWj,ig

′(inj)
∂inj

∂Wk,j

= −
∑

i
∆iWj,ig

′(inj)
∂

∂Wk,j

⎛

⎜

⎝

∑

k
Wk,jak

⎞

⎟

⎠

= −
∑

i
∆iWj,ig

′(inj)ak = −ak∆j
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Back-propagation learning contd.

At each epoch, sum gradient updates for all examples and apply

Training curve for 100 restaurant examples: finds exact fit
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Typical problems: slow convergence, local minima
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Back-propagation learning contd.

Learning curve for MLP with 4 hidden units:
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MLPs are quite good for complex pattern recognition tasks,
but resulting hypotheses cannot be understood easily
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Handwritten digit recognition

3-nearest-neighbor = 2.4% error
400–300–10 unit MLP = 1.6% error
LeNet: 768–192–30–10 unit MLP = 0.9% error

Current best (kernel machines, vision algorithms) ≈ 0.6% error

Chapter 20, Section 5 20
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Representa1on(of(data(is(important(

Polar-coordinates-allow-to-separate-data-by-using-a-simple-ver,cal-line,-
this-is-impossible-with-cartesian-coodinates.

Not-all-the-details-of-data-are-really-important,-we-need-to-extract-some-
features



(Goodfellow 2016)

Representations MatterCHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

x

y

Cartesian coordinates

r

θ

Polar coordinates

Figure 1.1: Example of different representations: suppose we want to separate two
categories of data by drawing a line between them in a scatterplot. In the plot on the left,
we represent some data using Cartesian coordinates, and the task is impossible. In the plot
on the right, we represent the data with polar coordinates and the task becomes simple to
solve with a vertical line. Figure produced in collaboration with David Warde-Farley.

One solution to this problem is to use machine learning to discover not only
the mapping from representation to output but also the representation itself.
This approach is known as representation learning. Learned representations
often result in much better performance than can be obtained with hand-designed
representations. They also allow AI systems to rapidly adapt to new tasks, with
minimal human intervention. A representation learning algorithm can discover a
good set of features for a simple task in minutes, or a complex task in hours to
months. Manually designing features for a complex task requires a great deal of
human time and effort; it can take decades for an entire community of researchers.

The quintessential example of a representation learning algorithm is the au-
toencoder. An autoencoder is the combination of an encoder function that
converts the input data into a different representation, and a decoder function
that converts the new representation back into the original format. Autoencoders
are trained to preserve as much information as possible when an input is run
through the encoder and then the decoder, but are also trained to make the new
representation have various nice properties. Different kinds of autoencoders aim to
achieve different kinds of properties.

When designing features or algorithms for learning features, our goal is usually
to separate the factors of variation that explain the observed data. In this
context, we use the word “factors” simply to refer to separate sources of influence;
the factors are usually not combined by multiplication. Such factors are often not

4

Figure 1.1
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Feature(

A-feature-is-an-individual-measurable-property-or-characteris,c-of-a-
phenomenon-being-observed.-

In-other-words,-a-piece-of-informa,on-included-in-the-representa,on-of-
data.



For-example,-when-a-ML-technique-(logis,c-regression)--is-used-to-
recommend-cesarean-delivery,-the-AI-system-does-not-examine-the-
pa,ent-directly,-but-several-pieces-of-relevant-informa,on,-such-as-the-
presence-or-absence-of-a-uterine-scar.

Selec,on-of-the-right-features-is-difficult-and-crucial.
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Feature(selec1on(

Consider-the-task-of-detec,ng-a-car-in-a-photography:-certainly-they-
have-wheels,-so-we-could-think-to-use-the-presence-of-a-wheel-as-a-
feature.-However-it-is-difficult-to-describe-a-wheel-in-terms-of-pixels

•  The-simple-geometric-shape-can-be-complicated-by-shadows,-sun,-
fender-of-the-car-etc.

A-possible-solu,on-is-representa,on-learning:-to-use-ML-not-only-to-
discover-the-output-but-also-to-discover-the-representa,on-of-data-(i.e.-
the-features).-Example,-Autoencoder,-that-is-encoder-+-decoder

-encoder-:-original-data-H>-representa,on

decoder:-representa,on-H>-original-data--(with-beTer-proper,es)-
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Factors-of-varia,on

Those-factors-which-explain-the-observed-data-(and-influence-our-
understanding-of-data).

•   O<en-this-are-not-quan,,es-directly-observed-but-concepts-and-
abstrac,ons.

•   They-can-also-be-due-to-constructs-in-the-human-mind.
•  For-example,-when-considering-a-speech,-FoV-are-speaker’s-age,-sex,-

accent-..

When-considering-the-image-of-a-car-FoV-are,-posi,on,-color,-angle-
w.r.t.-the-sun

The-main-difficutly-is-to-disentangle-the-FoV-and-discard-those-which-
are-not-useful.--Some-FoV-influence-each-piece-of-data-we-observe-

And-some-of-them-are-very-difficult-to-extract-(e.g.-the-accent-is-
probably-non-important-but-it-is-difficult-to-extract-from-data).
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Deep(learning(
Disentangle-the-factors-of-varia,on-and-discard-those-which-are-not-useful.

Deep- learning- solves- this- central- problem- in- representa,on- learning- by- introducing-
representa,ons- that-are-expressed- in- terms-of-other,- simpler- representa,ons.-Deep-
learning- enables- the- computer- to- build- complex- concepts- out- of- simpler- concepts.-
See-next-picture:-

The-input-is-presented-at-the-visible-layer-so-named-because-it-contains-the-variables-that-we-
are-able-to-observe.-Then-a-series-of-hidden-layers-extracts-increasingly-abstract-features-from-
the- image.- These- layers- are- called- “hidden”- because- their- values- are- not- given- in- the- data;-
instead-the-model-must-determine-which-concepts-are-useful-for-explaining

the-rela,onships-in-the-observed-data.-The-images-here-are-visualiza,ons-of-the-kind-of-feature-
represented-by-each-hidden-unit.-Given-the-pixels,- the-first- layer-can-easily- iden,fy-edges,-by-
comparing-the-brightness-of-neighboring-pixels.-Given-the-first-hidden-layer’s-descrip,on-of-the-
edges,-the-second-hidden-layer-can-easily-search-for-corners-and-extended-contours,-which-are-
recognizable-as-collec,ons-of-edges.-Given-the-second-hidden-layer’s-descrip,on-of-the-image-
in- terms- of- corners- and- contours,- the- third- hidden- layer- can- detect- en,re- parts- of- specific-
objects,-by-finding-specific-collec,ons-of-contours-and-corners.-Finally,- this-descrip,on-of- the-
image-in-terms-of-the-object-parts-it-contains-can-be-used-to-recognize-the-objects-present-in-
the-image.-Images-reproduced-from-Zeller-and-Fergus,-2014.
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Depth: Repeated CompositionCHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

Visible layer
(input pixels)

1st hidden layer
(edges)

2nd hidden layer
(corners and

contours)

3rd hidden layer
(object parts)

CAR PERSON ANIMAL Output
(object identity)

Figure 1.2: Illustration of a deep learning model. It is difficult for a computer to understand
the meaning of raw sensory input data, such as this image represented as a collection
of pixel values. The function mapping from a set of pixels to an object identity is very
complicated. Learning or evaluating this mapping seems insurmountable if tackled directly.
Deep learning resolves this difficulty by breaking the desired complicated mapping into a
series of nested simple mappings, each described by a different layer of the model. The
input is presented at the visible layer, so named because it contains the variables that
we are able to observe. Then a series of hidden layers extracts increasingly abstract
features from the image. These layers are called “hidden” because their values are not given
in the data; instead the model must determine which concepts are useful for explaining
the relationships in the observed data. The images here are visualizations of the kind
of feature represented by each hidden unit. Given the pixels, the first layer can easily
identify edges, by comparing the brightness of neighboring pixels. Given the first hidden
layer’s description of the edges, the second hidden layer can easily search for corners and
extended contours, which are recognizable as collections of edges. Given the second hidden
layer’s description of the image in terms of corners and contours, the third hidden layer
can detect entire parts of specific objects, by finding specific collections of contours and
corners. Finally, this description of the image in terms of the object parts it contains can
be used to recognize the objects present in the image. Images reproduced with permission
from Zeiler and Fergus (2014).

6

Figure 1.2
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Deep(learning(
A- simple- DL- model- is- Mul,layer- Perceptron- (MP)- which- is- just- a-

func,on- mapping- some- set- of- input- values- to- output- values.- The-

func,on-is-formed-by-composing-many-simpler-func,ons.-



1)-We-can-think-of-each-applica,on-of-a-different--func,on-as-providing-

a-new-representa,on-of-the-input,-so-deep-learning-=-learning-the-right-

representa,on-of-data.



2)-We- can- consider- depth- as- what- enables- the- computer- to- learn- a-

mul,step- computer- program.- Each- layer- of- the- representa,on- is- the-

state- of- the- computer’s- memory- a<er- execu,ng- another- set- of-

instruc,ons-in-parallel.-Networks-with-greater-depth-can-execute-more-

instruc,ons-in-sequence.
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What(is(depth(and(when(a(model(il(
deep(?((

Two-defini,ons-of-depth:

1)  Number-of-sequen,al-instruc,ons-that-need-to-be-executed-in-the-model-(i.e.-

number-of-nodes-in-a-path-in-the-computa,onal-graph.-In-this-case-the-depths-

depends-on-the-language,-see-below)

2)  Depth-of-the-graph-describing-how-concepts-are-related-to-each-other-(usually-

smaller-than-the-previous-one)

3)  No-consensus-on-a-number-for-“deep”









(Goodfellow 2016)

Computational GraphsCHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
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Figure 1.3: Illustration of computational graphs mapping an input to an output where
each node performs an operation. Depth is the length of the longest path from input to
output but depends on the definition of what constitutes a possible computational step.
The computation depicted in these graphs is the output of a logistic regression model,
�(wT x), where � is the logistic sigmoid function. If we use addition, multiplication and
logistic sigmoids as the elements of our computer language, then this model has depth
three. If we view logistic regression as an element itself, then this model has depth one.

instructions can refer back to the results of earlier instructions. According to this
view of deep learning, not all of the information in a layer’s activations necessarily
encodes factors of variation that explain the input. The representation also stores
state information that helps to execute a program that can make sense of the input.
This state information could be analogous to a counter or pointer in a traditional
computer program. It has nothing to do with the content of the input specifically,
but it helps the model to organize its processing.

There are two main ways of measuring the depth of a model. The first view is
based on the number of sequential instructions that must be executed to evaluate
the architecture. We can think of this as the length of the longest path through
a flow chart that describes how to compute each of the model’s outputs given
its inputs. Just as two equivalent computer programs will have different lengths
depending on which language the program is written in, the same function may
be drawn as a flowchart with different depths depending on which functions we
allow to be used as individual steps in the flowchart. Figure 1.3 illustrates how this
choice of language can give two different measurements for the same architecture.

Another approach, used by deep probabilistic models, regards the depth of a
model as being not the depth of the computational graph but the depth of the
graph describing how concepts are related to each other. In this case, the depth

7

Figure 1.3
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Why-many-levels

We-can-approximate-any-func,on-as-close-as-we-want-with-
shallow-architecture.-Why-would-we-need-deep-ones?




Deep- machines- are- more- efficient- for- represen,ng- certain-
classes- of- func,ons,- par,cularly- those- involved- in- visual-
recogni,on-
Can-represent-more-complex-func,ons-with-less-“hardware”-
We- need- an- efficient- parameteriza,on- of- for- func,ons- that-
are-useful-for-“AI”-tasks-(vision,-audi,on,-NLP...)
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Revolu,on-caused-by-feature-learning
Speech-Recogni,on-I-(late-1980s)

Trained-midHlevel-features-with-Gaussian-mixtures-(2Hlayer-classifier)
Handwri,ng-Recogni,on-and-OCR-(late-1980s-to-mid-1990s)

Supervised-convolu,onal-nets-opera,ng-on-pixels
Face-&-People-Detec,on-(early-1990s-to-mid-2000s)

Supervised-convolu,onal-nets-opera,ng-on-pixels-(YLC-1994,-2004,-Garcia-2004)
Haar-features-genera,on/selec,on-(ViolaHJones-2001)

Object-Recogni,on-I-(midHtoHlate-2000s:-Ponce,-Schmid,-Yu,-Y-le-Cun....)
Trainable-midHlevel-features-(KHmeans-or-sparse-coding)

LowHRes-Object-Recogni,on:-road-signs,-house-numbers-(early-2010's)
Supervised-convolu,onal-net-opera,ng-on-pixels

Speech-Recogni,on-II-(circa-2011)
Deep-neural-nets-for-acous,c-modeling

Object-Recogni,on-III,-Seman,c-Labeling-(2012,-Hinton,-YLC,...)
Supervised-convolu,onal-nets-opera,ng-on-pixels
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Learning(models(
Shallow- Deep

(Goodfellow 2016)

Curse of DimensionalityCHAPTER 5. MACHINE LEARNING BASICS

Figure 5.9: As the number of relevant dimensions of the data increases (from left to
right), the number of configurations of interest may grow exponentially. (Left)In this
one-dimensional example, we have one variable for which we only care to distinguish 10
regions of interest. With enough examples falling within each of these regions (each region
corresponds to a cell in the illustration), learning algorithms can easily generalize correctly.
A straightforward way to generalize is to estimate the value of the target function within
each region (and possibly interpolate between neighboring regions). (Center)With 2
dimensions it is more difficult to distinguish 10 different values of each variable. We need
to keep track of up to 10⇥10=100 regions, and we need at least that many examples to
cover all those regions. (Right)With 3 dimensions this grows to 10

3

= 1000 regions and at
least that many examples. For d dimensions and v values to be distinguished along each
axis, we seem to need O(vd

) regions and examples. This is an instance of the curse of
dimensionality. Figure graciously provided by Nicolas Chapados.

The curse of dimensionality arises in many places in computer science, and
especially so in machine learning.

One challenge posed by the curse of dimensionality is a statistical challenge.
As illustrated in figure 5.9, a statistical challenge arises because the number of
possible configurations of x is much larger than the number of training examples.
To understand the issue, let us consider that the input space is organized into a
grid, like in the figure. We can describe low-dimensional space with a low number
of grid cells that are mostly occupied by the data. When generalizing to a new data
point, we can usually tell what to do simply by inspecting the training examples
that lie in the same cell as the new input. For example, if estimating the probability
density at some point x, we can just return the number of training examples in
the same unit volume cell as x, divided by the total number of training examples.
If we wish to classify an example, we can return the most common class of training
examples in the same cell. If we are doing regression we can average the target
values observed over the examples in that cell. But what about the cells for which
we have seen no example? Because in high-dimensional spaces the number of
configurations is huge, much larger than our number of examples, a typical grid cell
has no training example associated with it. How could we possibly say something

156

Figure 5.9
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Machine-learning-and-AI

(Goodfellow 2016)

Machine Learning and AI

CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

AI

Machine learning

Representation learning

Deep learning

Example:
Knowledge

bases

Example:
Logistic

regression

Example:
Shallow

autoencodersExample:
MLPs

Figure 1.4: A Venn diagram showing how deep learning is a kind of representation learning,
which is in turn a kind of machine learning, which is used for many but not all approaches
to AI. Each section of the Venn diagram includes an example of an AI technology.
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Deep-learning-vs.-other-AI-systems

(Goodfellow 2016)

Learning Multiple Components
CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

Input
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designed 
program
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Mapping from 
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abstract 
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Rule-based
systems

Classic
machine
learning Representation

learning

Deep
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Figure 1.5: Flowcharts showing how the different parts of an AI system relate to each
other within different AI disciplines. Shaded boxes indicate components that are able to
learn from data.
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Figure 1.5
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Trend

(Goodfellow 2016)

Historical Waves

CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
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cybernetics

(connectionism + neural networks)

Figure 1.7: The figure shows two of the three historical waves of artificial neural nets
research, as measured by the frequency of the phrases “cybernetics” and “connectionism” or
“neural networks” according to Google Books (the third wave is too recent to appear). The
first wave started with cybernetics in the 1940s–1960s, with the development of theories
of biological learning (McCulloch and Pitts, 1943; Hebb, 1949) and implementations of
the first models such as the perceptron (Rosenblatt, 1958) allowing the training of a single
neuron. The second wave started with the connectionist approach of the 1980–1995 period,
with back-propagation (Rumelhart et al., 1986a) to train a neural network with one or two
hidden layers. The current and third wave, deep learning, started around 2006 (Hinton
et al., 2006; Bengio et al., 2007; Ranzato et al., 2007a), and is just now appearing in book
form as of 2016. The other two waves similarly appeared in book form much later than
the corresponding scientific activity occurred.
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Figure 1.7
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Connec,ons-per-neuron
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Legenda(
1.-Adap,ve-Linear-element-(Widrow-and-Hoff,-1960)

2.-Neocognitron-(Fukushima,-1980)

3.-GPUHaccelerated-convolu,onal-network-(Chellapilla-et-al.,-2006)

4.-Deep-Boltzmann-machine-(Salakhutdinov-and-Hinton,-2009a)

5.-Unsupervised-convolu,onal-network-(JarreT-et-al.,-2009)

6.-GPUHaccelerated-mul,layer-perceptron-(Ciresan-et-al.,-2010)

7.-Distributed-autoencoder-(Le-et-al.,-2012)

8.-Mul,HGPU-convolu,onal-network-(Krizhevsky-et-al.,-2012)

9.-COTS-HPC-unsupervised

10.-Goole-Net
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Number-of-neurons
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Legenda(1.-Perceptron-(RosenblaT,-1958,-1962)
2.-Adap,ve-linear-element-(Widrow-and-Hoff,-1960)
3.-Neocognitron-(Fukushima,-1980)
4.-Early-backHpropaga,on-network-(Rumelhart-et-al.,-1986b)
5.-Recurrent-neural-network-for-speech-recogni,on-(Robinson-and-Fallside,-1991)
6.-Mul,layer-perceptron-for-speech-recogni,on-(Bengio-et-al.,-1991)
7.-Mean-field-sigmoid-belief-network-(Saul-et-al.,-1996)
8.-LeNetH5-(LeCun-et-al.,-1998b)
9.-Echo-state-network-(Jaeger-and-Haas,-2004)
10.-Deep-belief-network-(Hinton-et-al.,-2006)
11.-GPUHaccelerated-convolu,onal-network-(Chellapilla-et-al.,-2006)
12.-Deep-Boltzmann-machine-(Salakhutdinov-and-Hinton,-2009a)
13.-GPUHaccelerated-deep-belief-network-(Raina-et-al.,-2009)
14.-Unsupervised-convolu,onal-network-(JarreT-et-al.,-2009)
15.-GPUHaccelerated-mul,layer-perceptron-(Ciresan-et-al.,-2010)
16.-OMPH1-network-(Coates-and-Ng,-2011)
17.-Distributed-autoencoder-(Le-et-al.,-2012)
18.-Mul,HGPU-convolu,onal-network-(Krizhevsky-et-al.,-2012)
19.-COTS-HPC-unsupervised-convolu,onal-network-(Coates-et-al.,-2013)
20.-GoogLeNet-(Szegedy-et-al.,-2014a)
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Object-recogni,on

(Goodfellow 2016)

Solving Object Recognition

CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
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Figure 1.12: Since deep networks reached the scale necessary to compete in the ImageNet
Large Scale Visual Recognition Challenge, they have consistently won the competition
every year, and yielded lower and lower error rates each time. Data from Russakovsky
et al. (2014b) and He et al. (2015).
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Further(reading(

Deep$Learning.$$
Ian$Goodfellow$,$Yoshua$Bengio$and$Aaron$Courville.$$
MIT$Press.$2016$
hCp://www.deeplearningbook.org$
$(available$on$line,$very$good$book$on$the$topic)



Deep$Learning:$A$CriNcal$Appraisal

Gary$Marcus.$2$january$2018.$

hCps://arxiv.org/abs/1801.00631

(interesNng$for$a$different$view$on$DL)



Weka

hCps://www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/ml/weka/


